
Some people think that in the modern world we are more dependent on each 
other, while others think that people have become more independent.  

Discuss both views and give your own opinion.

While human society have has been interdependent from the earliest times and many 
experts see us as the most interrelated creatures in the world, nowadays some people 
believe that we have become more independent owing to huge changes in the way of 
living.

From onea point of view, by modern developments especially in technology, people 
would arebe more powerful and self-reliant. We have a lot of tools and equipment 
that help us to do their our jobs independently and it would not be so far when we 
could have several robots that would serve on in our homes and workplaces. 
Moreover, comprehensive social security and services provide wide ranges of services 
that it seems that nobody needs to other people’s existence. Even in emotional 
conditions, there would be some solutions like taking a pill or escaping to virtual 
reality cameras.

On the other hands, although advantages in the modern life have provided priceless 
welfare for most of people, many argue that these modern gifts have weakened 
today’s humans. In the past, a small community like a family could manage all its 
needs by itself and the family’s members were able to live in an isolated area with less 
communication with others groups. For instance, consider an imaginary situation that 
one person would be alone in a jungle or on an island just with simple tools but with 
access to a lot of natural resources. Unable to use our hands to handle simple tasks, 
most of us do not know any basic survival skill. It would seem that living in modern 
cities have has resulted in the heavy dependency on other people’s services and 
produces products so that we cannot even find something to eat or drink without 
others’ helps.

In conclusion, while these days we are drawing mostly drowning in welfare and 
technology and all needs are fulfilled, it should be noted that this level of prosperity 
does not means that we are independent but unlikeby contrast, it means most of us 
have forgotten basic life skills and get these services from others and it means a sadly 
irreversible dependency.


